DRAFT SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Date/Time                  Place
---                        ---
Tuesday, November 18, 2008 Hotel Sheraton, Santiago
14:00 - 17:00              Registration of participants

Wednesday, November 19, 2008
8:00 - 9:00                 Registration of participants
9:00 - 9:45                 INAUGURAL SESSION

Remarks by:

- Mr. Gilberto Orozco
  Vice Minister of Justice of Colombia
  Chair of CICAD

- Dr. José Miguel Insulza,
  Secretary General of the OAS
  Recorded greetings

- Dr. Dante Caputo, Secretary for Political Affairs
  Representative of the Secretary General of the OAS

- Her Excellency Michelle Bachelet Jeria
  President of the Republic of Chile

9:45 - 10:00                 Break

FIRST PLENARY SESSION
10:00 - 10:30               Adoption of the draft agenda (CICAD/doc.1673/08) and draft schedule of
                            activities (CICAD/doc.1674/08)
• Election of the Chair and Vice Chair of CICAD (documents CICAD/doc.1680/08 and 1679/08) 
   Articles 22 and 23 of the CICAD Statute

• Remarks by the new Chair and Vice Chair of CICAD

• Formation of the working group to consider the annual report of CICAD for 2008, the draft resolution thereon, and other CICAD resolutions, to be presented to the OAS General Assembly at its thirty-ninth regular session to be held in June 2009

10:30 - 12:15  **Thematic debate: Building a national substance abuse prevention policy**

Moderator and introduction: Anna McG. Chisman, Head, Demand Reduction, Executive Secretariat of CICAD

*The national drug prevention system in Chile*
Decio Mettifogo, Chief of Prevention, CONACE, Chile

*Implementing demand reduction policies at the local level: the challenge of coverage, quality and efficacy of prevention and post-treatment services*
Javier Sagredo, Head, Institution-Building, Executive Secretariat of CICAD

*Prevention Policy in Canada*
Ray Edwards, Director General, Drug Strategy and Controlled Substances Programme, Health Canada

NOTE: *After the panel, members are invited to participate in the debate.*

Olga Figueroa, Chief, Workplace Prevention, CONACE, Chile

*Presentation on the Prevention Work Program in The Huachipato Iron and Steel Company, Chile, (CSH)*
Arturo Aguayo R., Administrative Manager and Human Development, Pedro González N., Engineer of Studies, CSH

*Presentation and discussion*

13:00 - 14:30  Lunch

**SECOND PLENARY SESSION**

14:30 - 16:15  **Thematic debate: Policy-making in drug treatment and rehabilitation**

Moderator: Mariano Montenegro, Director of Treatment, CONACE, Chile

Introduction: *Policy-making in drug treatment and rehabilitation: the perspective from a national drug commission*
Milton Romani, Secretary General, National Drug Secretariat, Uruguay (invited)

The challenges of demand reduction in small island States
Representative from the Caribbean area (invited)

Recovery Oriented Systems
Dr. H. Westley Clark, Director, Center for Substance Abuse Treatment (CSAT), Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), United States Department of Health and Human Services

Building policies for treatment and rehabilitation: perspective from organized civil society
José Rubén Gonzalez, President, Association of Non-governmental Organizations of Argentina, FONGA

NOTE: After the panel, members are invited to participate in the debate.

16:15 - 16:30 Break

16:30 - 17:30 Assuring CICAD’s future: fundraising campaign
James F. Mack, Executive Secretary, CICAD

18:30 Reception for the delegations hosted by the Government of Chile

Thursday, November 20, 2008

THIRD PLENARY SESSION

9:00 - 11:15 Thematic discussion: Security and drugs: hemispheric challenges

Moderator: Rafael Franzini Batlle, Assistant Executive Secretary, CICAD

Introduction: Alexandre Addor Neto, Secretary for Multidimensional Security, Organization of American States

Drug Trafficking control at the local level: Implications for Public Policies
Hugo Frühling Ehrlich (CHILE)
Director, Studies Center for Citizenship Security (CESC), Institute of Public Affairs, University of Chile

Prevention as a means of controlling crime
James Rose, Regional Gangs Advisor, Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, United States Department of State

Hemispheric challenges for Security
Lucía Dammert
Director, Security and Citizenship Program, Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences (FLACSO-Chile)
The Impact of Drug Courts on crime
Carson Fox, Director of Operations, National Association of Drug Court Professionals (NADCP)

NOTE: After the panel, members are invited to participate in the debate.

11:15 - 11:30  Break

11:30 - 11:50  Ephedrine and pseudoephedrine control policy in Mexico
Eduardo Jaramillo Navarrete, Executive Director, International Operations, Federal Commission on Health Risks (COFEPRIS), Secretariat of Health, Mexico.

  Presentation and discussion

11:50 - 12:20  CICAD project on the management of seized and forfeited assets in Latin America (BIDAL)
Denis Cheng, Project Coordinator

  Presentation and discussion

12:20 - 12:40  Results of drug trafficking control in Bolivia
Felipe Cáceres, Vice Minister of Social Defense and Controlled Substances, Bolivia

12:40 - 14:00  Lunch

FOURTH PLENARY SESSION

14:00 - 15:45  Reports from CICAD’s Expert Groups: Summary Report by the Executive Secretariat, and Commission consideration of the Expert Groups’ workplans:

- Demand Reduction (CICAD/doc.1676/08)
- Chemical Substances (CICAD/doc.1683/08)
- Pharmaceutical Products (CICAD/doc.1683/08)
- Maritime Narcotrafficking (CICAD/doc.1684/08)
- Money Laundering (CICAD/doc.1688/08)
- Alternative, Integral and Sustainable Development (CICAD/doc.1678/08)
- Observatories on Drugs (CICAD/doc.1689/08)

15:45 - 16:00  Election of Presidents of the groups of Experts:
- Chemical Substances
- Pharmaceuticals Products
- Maritime Narcotrafficking
- Money Laundering
- Alternative, Integral and Sustainable Development

16:00 - 16:15  Break
16:15 - 17:00  Report of the Governmental Expert Group – GEG meeting on the follow-up to the recommendations of the Fourth Round of the Multilateral Evaluation Mechanism (MEM)
Alberto del Rio, General Coordinator, GEG
Manodj Hindori, Deputy General Coordinator, GEG

17:00 - 17:30  Drug use in the hemisphere: current status and future challenges
Francisco Cumsille, Head, Inter-American Observatory on Drugs

Presentation and discussion

Friday, November 21, 2008

FIFTH PLENARY SESSION

9:00 - 10:00  Remarks by representatives of Permanent Observers to the OAS and of international, regional and national organizations

10:00 - 11:00  UNGASS: Feasibility of a hemispheric coordinated action
(Commission on Narcotic Drugs, Vienna, March 2009)

11:00 - 11:15  Break

11:15 - 11:30  Report of the Chair of the working group to consider the annual report of CICAD for 2008, the draft resolution thereon, and other CICAD resolutions, to be presented to the OAS General Assembly at its thirty-ninth regular session to be held in June 2009

11:30 - 12:00  Proposed topics, place and dates for the forty-fifth regular session of CICAD.

12:00 - 12:15  Other business

12:15 - 13:00  Closing Session